Long-duration c-ray bursts (GRBs) are thought to result from the explosions of certain massive stars 1 , and some are bright enough that they should be observable out to redshifts of z . 20 using current technology [2] [3] [4] . Hitherto, the highest redshift measured for any object was z 5 6.96, for a Lyman-a emitting galaxy 5 . Here we report that GRB 090423 lies at a redshift of z < 8.2, implying that massive stars were being produced and dying as GRBs 630 Myr after the Big Bang. The burst also pinpoints the location of its host galaxy.
GRB 090423 was detected by the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) on NASA's Swift satellite 6 at 07:55:19 UT on 23 April 2009. Observations with Swift's X-ray Telescope (XRT), which began 73 s after the trigger, revealed a variable X-ray counterpart and localized its position to a precision of 2.3 arcsec (at the 90% confidence level). Ground-based optical observations in the r, i and z filters starting within a few minutes of the burst revealed no counterpart at these wavelengths (Supplementary Information).
The United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT), Hawaii, began imaging about 20 min after the burst, in response to an automated request, and provided the first infrared (2.15-mm) detection of the GRB afterglow. In parallel, observations in other near-infrared (NIR) filters using the Gemini North 8-m telescope, Hawaii, showed that the counterpart was only visible at wavelengths greater than about 1.2 mm (Fig. 1) . In this range, the afterglow was relatively bright and exhibited a shallow spectral slope, F n / n 20.26 , in contrast to the deep limit on any flux at 1.02 mm. Later observations from Chile using the MPI/ESO 2.2-m telescope, Gemini South and the Very Large Telescope (VLT) confirmed this finding. Such a sharp spectral break cannot be produced by dust absorption at any redshift, and is a textbook case of a short-wavelength 'drop-out' source. The full grizYJHK spectral energy distribution (SED) obtained ,17 h after burst gives a photometric redshift of z 5 8:06 hydrogen, with a redshift of z < 8.2. The spectrum and broadband photometric observations, plotted over model data, are shown in Fig. 2 . To obtain a more quantitative estimate of the redshift, we fit the spectra in redshift versus log[N H I (cm 22 )] space, assuming a flat prior likelihood value for log[N H I (cm 22 )] of between 19 and 23, which is broadly consistent with the distribution observed for lower-redshift GRB hosts [7] [8] [9] . We take the neutral fraction of the IGM to be 10%, although our conclusions depend only weakly on this assumption. We find the redshift from ISAAC spectroscopy to be z 5 (Supplementary Information). Fitting simultaneously to both spectra and the photometric data points gives our best estimate of the redshift, z 5 8:23 z0:06 {0:07 . The low signal-to-noise ratio means we that are unable to detect metal absorption features in either spectrumwhich would provide a more precise value of the redshift-and prevents a meaningful attempt to measure the IGM H I column density in this instance. Our three independent redshift measures are consistent with that reported from a low-resolution spectrum obtained with the Telescopio Nazionale Galileo, La Palma 10 . The X-ray and NIR light curves of GRB 090423 (Fig. 3) show a broken power-law decay, with evidence of flares in both the X-ray and the infrared bands. The spectral energy distribution is consistent with the presence of the cooling break between the X-ray and optical bands. Apart from the unusually shallow spectral slope of the continuum at wavelengths greater than 1.2 mm, its afterglow properties in general appear to be consistent with the bulk GRB population (see Supplementary Information for further discussion).
With
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; total matter density, V M 5 0.27; darkenergy density, V L 5 0.73) a redshift of z 5 8.2 corresponds to a time of only 630 Myr after the Big Bang, when the Universe was just 4.6% of its current age. GRB 090423's inferred isotropic equivalent energy, E iso 5 1 3 10 53 erg (8-1,000 keV) 11 , indicates that it was a bright, but not extreme, GRB. Thus, we find no evidence of exceptional behaviour that might indicate an origin in a population III progenitor. First-generation stars are thought more likely to collapse into particularly massive black holes, which in turn may produce unusually long-lived GRBs 12 ; this seems not to be the case for GRB 090423. Indeed, we note that the c-ray duration of GRB 090423, t 90 5 10.3 s, corresponds in the rest frame to only 1.1 s, and the peak energy measured by BAT, 49 keV, is moderately hard in the rest frame. Two other GRBs with z . 5 (GRB 060927 and GRB 080913) had similarly short rest-frame durations, leading to some debate 13 as to whether their progenitors were similar to those of the 'short-hard' class of GRBs, which are not thought to be directly related to core collapse. However, in the case of GRB 090423, a more careful extrapolation of the observed c-ray and X-ray light curves to lower redshifts shows that its duration would have appeared significantly longer than suggested by naive time-dilation considerations 14 . In any event, short GRBs probably have their origins in compact objects that are themselves the end products of massive stars, so the above conclusions will hold irrespective of the population from which GRB 090423 derives.
It has long been recognized that GRBs have the potential to be powerful probes of the early Universe . The vertical error bars show the 2s (95%) confidence level, and the horizontal lines indicate the widths of the filters. The shorter-wavelength measurements are non-detections, and emphasize the tight constraints on any transmitted flux below the break. The break itself, at an observed wavelength of about 1.13 mm, is seen to occur close to the short-wavelength limit of the J-band spectrum, below which, although noisy, the spectrum shows no evidence of any detected continuum. Details of the data-reduction steps and adaptive binning used to construct these spectra are given in Supplementary Information. A model spectrum showing the H I damping wing for a host galaxy with a hydrogen column density of N H I 5 10 21 cm 22 at a redshift of z 5 8.23 is also plotted (solid black line), and provides a good fit to the data. Inset, allowing for a wider range in possible host N H I values gives the 1s (68%) and 2s confidence contours shown. The fact that no deviation is seen from a power-law spectrum at wavelengths greater than 1.2 mm, together with its shallow spectral slope, suggests that there is little or no dust along the line of sight through the GRB host galaxy (unless it is 'grey'), consistent with the galaxy being relatively unevolved, and having a low abundance of metals.
galaxies are too faint to detect directly. Equally important, precise determination of the hydrogen Lyman-a absorption profile can provide a measure of the neutral fraction of the IGM at the location of the burst [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . With multiple GRBs at redshifts of z . 7, and the associated information about the IGM, we could therefore trace the process of reionization from its early stages 21 . The high redshift of GRB 090423 has several crucial implications. Predictions based on extrapolating the global star-formation-rate density suggest that the observed rate of GRBs at z < 8 should be about 40% of that at z < 6 (ref. 12) . Given the extra difficulty of identifying afterglows at higher redshifts, our finding is broadly consistent with these predictions. This is extremely encouraging for the prospects of future initiatives aimed at finding high-redshift GRBs and using them to locate and study primordial galaxies and measure the history of star formation at early times [22] [23] [24] . Furthermore, it is close to the redshift range in which the bulk of the cosmic reionization is thought to have taken place [25] [26] [27] . Very high-redshift GRBs for which infrared spectroscopy was possible earlier, or which had brighter afterglows, would provide a direct probe of the progress of reionization. Finding such events is not an unreasonable hope: the most extreme GRBs have had afterglows that were intrinsically significantly brighter than that of GRB 090423 at the same rest-frame time 3, 4 , and our first spectra were recorded more than 15 h after the burst. Spectroscopy with a high signal-to-noise ratio would also provide a measure of the metallicity of the host galaxy, which potentially offers important clues to the nature of any earlier generations of stars. Because the massive stars that yield GRBs are also likely to belong to the same population that is responsible for reionization, this suggests that GRBs will ultimately be used to constrain both sides-supply and demand-of the cosmic ionization budget in the early Universe. show both observed (left-hand and bottom axes) and rest-frame (right-hand and top axes) quantities. The X-ray light curve was obtained using Swift's BAT (cyan) and XRT (magenta), where the BAT observations have been extrapolated into the X-ray band. The fitted function represents a phenomenological model 28 of the prompt and afterglow components. The infrared light curve was obtained using UKIRT, Gemini North, the MPI/ESO 2.2-m telescope and the VLT. For consistency, although individual bands are plotted, they have been transformed into absolute magnitudes in the J band by means of the best-fitting SED (F n / n 20.26 ). We show two illustrative fits to the infrared light curve. The solid line shows a plateau, breaking at 24,000 s to a steeper slope proportional to ,t 21.4 . This underestimates the late time points, which must then be interpreted as a flare. The dashed line shows an alternative model, in which mid-time points at ,60,000 s are instead interpreted as a flare; this is more consistent with the later time points and the X-ray break time at the end of the plateau. However, in this case the post-break slope, proportional to ,t 20.7 , is much slower than the X-ray decay at comparable times, and it further requires a additional break in the light curve to accommodate the late-time upper limit. Error bars are 1s (68% confidence level) and the absolute magnitude scale corresponds to absolute AB magnitudes at 0.136 mm. See Supplementary Information for further details.
